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Before that time, she had been treated and educated as if she had a mental age of 2 years old. 
Mental age is often based on a person’s score on an IQ test. For example, if a 14-year-old girl’s
score on an IQ were the score of a “typical” or “normal” 3-year-old, she would be labeled as hav-
ing the mental age of a 3-year-old. This is not a useful way to think about intelligence. When Sue
acquired a form of communication called facilitated communication, those long-held assump-
tions were no longer valid. People began to realize that she was very smart. She subsequently
took advanced placement classes all through her high school career, and she is now in college. 
(Biklen, 2005; Rubin, 2003)

Because education professionals have no real way of determining what a 
student understands, they should presume that every student is competent and
capable of learning. Anne Donnellan, an educational researcher and teacher
who specializes in autism, uses the term least dangerous assumption to describe 
this idea: “Least dangerous assumption states that in the absence of absolute 
evidence, it is essential to make the assumption that, if proven to be false, would
be least dangerous to the individual” (Donnellan, 1984, p. 24). In other words, it
is always better to presume that students are competent and that they can learn 
than to expect that they cannot learn.

Biklen and Burke (2006) have described this idea of presuming compe-
tence by explaining that outside observers (e.g., teachers, parents, paraprofes-
sionals) have a choice: they can determine either that a person is competent or
incompetent. The presumption of competence recognizes that no person can 
definitively know another person’s thinking unless the other person can (accu-

Table 5.1. Multiple intelligences and support ideas 

Intelligence Which means . . . Support using . . .

Verbal/linguistic intelligence Good with words and  
language—written and 
spoken

Jokes, speeches, readings, 
stories, essays, the Internet, 
books, and biographies

Logical mathematical 
intelligence

Preference for reasoning,  
numbers, and patterns

Mazes, puzzles, timelines, 
analogies, formulas, calcula-
tions, codes, games, and 
probabilities

Spatial intelligence Ability to visualize an object or 
to create mental images or 
pictures

Mosaics, drawings, illustra-
tions, models, maps, videos, 
and posters

Bodily kinesthetic intelligence Knowledge or wisdom of the 
body and movement

Role playing, skits, facial 
expressions, experiments, 
field trips, sports, and games

Musical intelligence Ability to recognize tonal pat-
terns including sensitivity to 
rhythms or beats

Performances, songs, instru-
ments, rhythms, composi-
tions, melodies, raps, jingles, 
and choral readings

Interpersonal intelligence Good with person-to-
person interactions and 
relationships

Group projects, group tasks, 
observation dialogs, conver-
sation, debate, games, and 
interviews

Intrapersonal intelligence Knowledge of an inner state of 
being; effective and aware

Journals, meditation, self-
assessment, recording, 
creative expression, goal 
setting, affirmation, and 
poetry

Naturalistic intelligence Knowledge of the outside 
world (e.g., plants, animals, 
weather patterns)

Field trips, observation, nature 
walks, forecasting, star 
gazing, fishing, exploring, 
categorizing, collecting, and 
identifying
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